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In the Beginning …

a computer was just a Turing machine …
Computing is co-ordination and communication
No, distributed computations are static mathematical objects!

Operational versus combinatorial approaches ...

Distributed computations unfold in time!
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Read-Write Models

write & read individual locations

write & take memory snapshot

Group writes together then takes snapshots together
Layered Read-Write Memory
Black Box Memory

Compare-and-swap

Fetch-and-add
Failures

Crash failures: processes halt

How many?

Which ones?
Wait-Free Failure Model

All but one may crash
$t$-Resilient Failure Model

At most $t$ may crash

Here, $t = 1$. 
Correlated Failures

Processes on same server may crash
Adversaries
Adversaries

Determine which sets of processes can halt.
Adversaries

Determine which sets of processes can halt.

“worst-case” scenario
Timing Models
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Timing Models

Processes share a clock

Synchronous

Processes do not share a clock

Asynchronous

Processes have approximately-synchronized clocks
Timing Models

- Processes share a clock: **Synchronous**
- Processes do not share a clock: **Asynchronous**
- Processes have approximately-synchronized clocks: **Semi-synchronous**
Synchronous
Synchronous Failures

detection easy
Asynchronous
Asynchronous Failures

detection impossible
Semi-Synchronous
Semi-Synchronous Failures
Computation Model Space

Which combinations make sense?
Multicores

Asynchronous
Wait-free
Shared Memory
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Distributed Computing

Asynchronous Message-passing

Internet

Sensor network
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Parallel Computing

Synchronous Message-passing (or shared memory)

GPU
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Local Views

Each process has a 3-bit local view
Multiple Local Views

local views differ by 1 bit
Multiple Local Views

local views differ by 1 bit

but no process knows which one
Multiple Local Views

each view is represented by a \textit{labeled vertex}
Global States

compatible views represented by an edge
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All possible global states
(where blue has 111)
Communication

Each process sends local view to the other.
Each process sends local view to the other but at most one message may be lost!
One Communication Round
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All possible global states after one round unreliable communication
Informally ….

Unreliable communication does not change “topology” of global states
Reliable Communication?
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Reliable Communication?
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Possible set of *input* values
Tasks

Possible set of *input* values

Finite computation
Tasks

Possible set of *input* values

Finite computation

Possible set of *output* values
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Muddy Children

At least one of you is dirty!

Combinatorial Topology
Muddy Children

You may not communicate!

Combinatorial Topology
When you realize you are dirty, confess on the hour!

Muddy Children
Muddy Children

(silence …)
Muddy Children

2:00

Me!

Me!

Me!
Operational Explanation
Operational Explanation

Others are clean, so I must be dirty.
Others are clean, so I must be dirty.

Me!
Operational Explanation
Operational Explanation

He was quiet, so I must be dirty.

He was quiet, so I must be dirty.
Combinatorial Explanation
Combinatorial Explanation
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Each process has its own input
Combinatorial Topology

Each process has its own input
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Combinatorial Explanation
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all dirty
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all dirty

1:01
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all dirty
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Coordinated Attack

Red army wins
If both sides attack together
The Two Generals

Red generals send messengers across the valley
The Two Generals

Messengers don’t always make it
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Your Mission

Design a protocol to ensure that Alice and Bob attack simultaneously
Theorem

There is no protocol that ensures that the Red armies attack simultaneously
Operational Proof

Suppose Bob receives a message at 1:00 saying “attack at Dawn”.
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Operational Proof

Suppose Bob receives a message at 1:00 saying “attack at Dawn”. Are we done?
Suppose Bob receives a message at 1:00 saying “attack at Dawn”. Are we done? No, because Alice doesn’t know if Bob got that message …
Operational Proof

So Bob sends an acknowledgment to Alice

...
Operational Proof

So Bob sends an acknowledgment to Alice...

Are we done?
Operational Proof

So Bob sends an acknowledgment to Alice ...

Are we done?

No, because Bob doesn’t know if Alice got that message …
Operational Proof

Bob sends an acknowledgment to Alice.

This goes on forever ... so no protocol is possible!

Are we done?

No, because Bob doesn't know if Alice got that message ...
Noon

Attack at dawn!

Attack at noon!

Bob is

Alice is

Distributed Computing though
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These edges go here

delivered

lost

delivered

protocol graph

output graph

dawn!

noon!
This graph is *connected*
This graph is *not connected*
Map not allowed to “tear” protocol complex
protocol graph
decision
map
output graph
Operational Reasoning
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Combinatorial Reasoning
Combinatorial Reasoning

Model-independent properties …
Combinatorial Reasoning

Model-independent properties …

… restricted model-dependent reasoning
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